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welcome message
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introduction

A powerful
line-up, a
day full of
potential
The Power and Potential of Asia Pacific
is our theme at today’s conference and
workshops, but it cannot be discussed
without evoking China. Even though
this market was dealt with in detail last
year, we feel there is so much to say
and growth in China is so dynamic that
it needs readdressing: the goalposts
are not moving, just growing…

and the will to surprise and excite
customers in new ways. TFWA believes
strongly in the potential of technology

Technology
Talk preview
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE delegates
will have the opportunity to explore the ways
in which retailers and suppliers are exploiting
the social media and smartphone phenomenon
effectively in duty free and travel retail.

for our industry going forward and will
continue to showcase and highlight the
latest developments in this field to keep the
industry aware of the possibilities.
The day is organised, as always, with the
usual networking sessions and lunch,
including a TFWA Industry Association

This afternoon’s ‘Technology Talk’
session, taking place in the Theatre,
Suntec Level 2, will feature Shashank
Nigam, CEO of SimpliFlying. Research
carried out by SimpliFlying shows that
frequent travellers use social media
at least twice as much as people who
don’t travel often, and Nigam will
outline the significance of this, as well
as other research findings.

The theme will be dealt with by all speakers

Working Lunch – “Securing our future”

and will be an underlying current in all

– which is by invitation only. This closed

the sessions.

session will provide an opportunity to

There is so much to cover. TFWA President

discuss some of the issues that are of

Erik Juul-Mortensen will summarise the

concern to the industry today and how the

current industry position and discuss the

regional associations are working together

“This means that travel retailers looking to

potential barriers to growth, outlining how

to resolve them and protect the world of duty

engage customers need to use the same

the Association is planning on tackling those

free, both in Asia and beyond.

mediums to get their message across,”

barriers, while APTRA President Sunil Tuli will

Finally, to return to the market which seems

he said. “The key benefits are that social

discuss global challenges and the potential

to be on everyone’s mind, China. Today’s

media is cheap and easy, and

dangers there could be through inaction.

session will be a teaser and taster for what

more importantly, real-time. All these

We have some first-class expert speakers

is to come. As we announced in the press

factors ultimately make for an efficient

today. Chandran Nair, CEO of GIFT, will

Shashank Nigam, CEO, SimpliFlying, will participate
in this afternoon’s ‘Technology Talk’ workshop, in
which delegates can learn about the importance of and
commercial opportunities offered by social media and the
smartphone phenomenon.

last month, TFWA and APTRA are partnering

marketing channel.”

case studies on airports that have

look at the long-term ‘big’ picture, asking

for the organisation of a China industry

With the number of travellers who

already utilised social media and mobile

whether this really is ‘Asia’s Century’. He’ll

conference in Beijing next March 5-7. The

carry smartphones experiencing a

technology successfully. Among such

raise possible challenges, as well as the

growth and potential of the market, even

sharp increase in the last few years, the

examples is Kuala Lumpur International

opportunities for retailers and brands in

today as the economy slows compared to

Technology Talk session will also explore

Airport, which increased revenues by

Asia Pacific, looking specifically at China and

previous years, is so great that we can no

the significance of this and how retailers

organising a social media-powered fashion

India, covering the issues that international

longer address this and do it justice in a

must strive to achieve the right balance

show in which the designers had to dress

companies and trade associations will need

two-hour session once a year. The event

when using mobile devices as a passenger

up the models using only materials from

to address in order to ensure prosperity.

will bring the key stakeholders from the

communication tool.

airport retailers. “It turned out to be one of

Furla CEO Eraldo Poletto will look at how

Chinese market together for what will be the

Nigam explained: “While retailers should

the most popular competitions on Facebook

global luxury brands can develop in the

definitive event for the global duty free and

try to reach customers using mobile

in Malaysia, as these designers sought

region, maintaining their exclusive status

travel retail industry in China going forward.

technologies like Bluetooth, it’s also

votes for their designs,” Nigam said.

whilst marketing to a vast and fast growing

We will keep you posted on the details in the

important not to be too much ‘in-your-

Offering further insight into the

market of Asian consumers. He’ll discuss

coming months and look forward to seeing

face’, as that would turn the potential

importance of embracing the latest

his experience in developing brands in

many of you there.

customer off. It’s a better idea to

channels of communication, he added:

different Asian markets – appealing to

In the meantime, a big thank you to all

have a mix of mobile and social

“You need to connect with your customers

different nationalities, yet maintaining the

of our sponsors today – your support

engagement strategy.”

using platforms they are familiar with. And

core brand values – as well as constantly

is much appreciated. My thanks also

Delegates will also be presented with

today, that’s social media.”

innovating to surprise and entice consumers

to my fellow Conference & Research

in an increasingly competitive landscape.

Committee Members for their hard work

The rest of today will continue to focus on

over the last months.

emerging Asia and China, looking at the

And when the day is over, I hope you will join

various business models in the region,

me in the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar for a much-

while a special workshop will discuss the

deserved drink!

key airlines in the region, their approach to
inflight duty free and examples of innovation
and initiatives.
Workshop C covers technology, social
media and how the Silicon Valley geeks

WiT meeting today, ��:��
Please note that the Women in Travel (WiT) meeting
takes place immediately after today’s TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE Conference, which is scheduled to
finish at 17:45. The meeting will be held in the TFWA
Asia Pacific Bar, located on Level 3 of the Suntec Centre.
All Women in Travel are welcome to attend.

with their gadgets and gizmos are taking
the retail landscape forward with ever
for marketing, interaction and customer

New this year:

engagement. This will be echoed in Holition

Free wifi inside the exhibition halls.

more interactive and ubiquitous solutions

CEO Jonathan Chippindale’s closing plenary,
which takes an eye-opening look at the
possibilities for customer engagement
through cutting-edge technology, creativity

Thom Rankin
Vice-President Conferences
& Research, TFWA

SSID: tfwa2012@suntec
Password: tfwa2012
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social programme
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TFWA Asia
Pacific Bar
Breakfast served from 08:00 to
Monday 14 May to Wednesday 16

09:30 (except Monday)

May, 08:00-19:30
Thursday 17 May, 08:00-15:00

Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00

Suntec, Level 3

(except Monday, and last orders
at 14:15)

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is
conveniently-located on Level 3

Bar from 18:00 to 19:30 (except

of the Suntec Centre, adjacent to

Monday, open from 17:30)

The Mezzanine exhibition area,
and is firmly established as the

The bar will open from 17:30

ideal onsite networking location. It

on Monday to provide optimum

provides the perfect venue to meet

networking opportunities

up with clients and colleagues in

following the TFWA Asia Pacific &

relaxed surroundings.

GATE ONE2ONE conference.

delegates will enjoy a Balinese buffet and spectacular

Chillout
Party
Tuesday 15 May, 19:30
Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Delegates can relax and network

Wednesday 16 May, 19:30, GardenAsia

entertainment to conclude a busy week of business.

The stylish Singapore Swing Party is firmly established

Dress code: Smart casual

as a highlight of the week, and this year evokes the

Entrance by invitation only.

magical island of Bali, celebrating traditional Indonesian

A shuttle service will be available from all

music, dance and culture. Set in the idyllic GardenAsia,

major hotels.

after hours
The popular social programme at TFWA Asia Pacific &
GATE ONE2ONE provides a host of opportunities to relax
and network outside business hours. The range of activities
offers something for everyone and is the perfect complement
to a busy week on the show floor.

at this year’s Chill-out Party.
The spectacular pool area of
the Mandarin Oriental Hotel
provides the venue for The Night

The Travel Retail Business

For Travel Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific 2012

Blues
Night

The DFNI
Awards

Entrance by invitation only.

Monday 14 May, 21:30 until late

Tuesday 15 May, 18:00

A shuttle service will be available

Le Baroque, Chijmes

Suntec Theatre, Level 2

The Blues Night is a renowned fixture during the week of TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. The Travel Retail Business
invites all delegates and exhibitors to attend what promises to
be a night of exceptional live blues and rock music from The
Billy Norman Band.

The DFNI Awards for Travel Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific
recognise the achievements of the Asia/Pacific travel retail
industry, with awards in several categories decided by a vote
open to all companies operating in the region.

Spa, where guests will enjoy a
sumptuous pan-Asian buffet
and experience massages from
around Asia.
Dress code: Casual

from all major hotels.

Kindly sponsored by:

Open to all TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE participants.
Important: All attendees must bring their TFWA Asia Pacific &
GATE ONE2ONE badges to gain entry.

Dress code: Business
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one2one meetings
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ONE2ONE meetings service
A strong delegation of the region’s most dynamic and rapidly-expanding airports and airlines are
participating in the ONE2ONE meetings service this year, sending senior executives to discuss retail
development opportunities with suppliers. Here, we profile a selection of the airports participating.
Bangalore International Airport, India,
has a diverse and busy retail environment
divided into two zones – Domestic Retail
and International Retail. The International

ONE2ONE with:
Bangalore International Airport

Retail offer includes duty free, fashion,
fashion accessories, souvenirs, local
products and other impulse categories,
such as books. Meanwhile, the airport

help in bringing forth more vibrancy and

has focused on convenience and impulse

attractiveness to our airport,” explained

purchases in Domestic Retail. This

Baumann. “At the same time, we will

includes products such as apparel, high

have a closer look at our current mix, and

street fashion, watches, jewellery, books,

restructure and consolidate our current

confectionery, toys and gifts. “Overall, in

offering wherever required. Following the

both sections we have looked for a healthy

expansion, we will be able to showcase our

mix of international and regional categories/

proposition as the ‘Gateway to South India’ in

brands,” commented René Baumann,

its complete manifestation.”

Vice President Commercial, Bangalore

Bangalore International Airport has released

International Airport.

an ‘Expression of Interest’ for the expanded

The airport currently handles 12.8 million

terminal. The retail offer will be expanded in

passengers per year and is expected to

four key areas: South India-focused products,

reach 17-20 million by 2017. With the

souvenirs, diversity and range in the duty

positive growth trend set to continue,

free environment, and the introduction of

Terminal 1A is being doubled in size to

electronics in the Domestic Retail area.

around 150,000sqm. The project commenced

“If one looks at the world’s best and most

in August 2011 and is scheduled to be

differentiated airports, one would find

complete in early-2013. The expanded

commercial activities at the centre of this

terminal will significantly improve the

brand image. Bangalore International

passenger experience and a key part of this

Airport is the ‘Gateway to South India’

will be enhanced commercial facilities.

– the manifestation of this is not just in

“As part of our expansion, we will increase

airline connectivity, but also commercial

spend per passenger, penetration levels,

The airport’s objectives in the ONE2ONE

the retail space by around 70%, which

experience,” said Baumann.

global benchmarks and satisfaction

meetings are to share its commercial

means we will be able to introduce new

He explained that the airport’s strategy

benchmarks; soliciting structured

strategy with potential partners and also

concepts, new products and enhance

involves identifying the right stakeholders;

passenger feedback; and choosing a

discuss opportunities available within the

the width in other categories. This will

creating well-defined objectives, such as

business model based on market reality.

context of the airport expansion.

Baumann: “As part of our expansion, we will increase the retail space by around 70%, which means we will be able to
introduce new concepts, new products and enhance the width in other categories.”

ONE2ONE with:
Haikou meilan
International Airport
The retail offer at Haikou Meilan

fragrances & cosmetics and watches.

International Airport, China, is operated

There are plans at the end of June to

by DFS, covering a comprehensive range

transform and expand the retail offer to a

of categories and many major brands,

total area of 2,000sqm.

including Tommy Hilfiger, Estée Lauder and

Commenting on the airport’s objectives

Swarovski to name but three.

at the ONE2ONE meetings, Yong Sun,

Residents of Hainan Province can enjoy duty

Deputy General Manager, Haikou Meilan

free shopping at the airport once a year,

International Airport, said: “We want to

while non-Hainan residents can enjoy duty

establish initial contacts with the leading

free shopping twice a year. For items priced

luxury brands in the world and to get the

below 5000RMB (US$800), the cumulative

contact information and the most useful

shopping amount cannot exceed 5000RMB

information about the leading suppliers

(US$800). Meanwhile, for goods priced over

in the world. By participating in the

5000RMB (US$800), customers are only

ONE2ONE meetings, we can communicate

enrich our knowledge about the travel

operation, this can have a very positive

allowed to purchase one item, on which

with the suppliers that we want to

retail market. At the same time, through

influence on the development of our duty

they must pay imported articles tax.

cooperate with face-to-face.”

communicating with other Asia Pacific

free offer and improve our reputation in

The best selling categories are currently

Sun continued: “The meetings will

duty free shops about their methods of

the international duty free trade.”

The retail offer at Haikou Meilan International Airport covers a comprehensive range of categories and many major brands.
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welcoming
cocktail

Last night's Welcoming Cocktail took place amid the stunning surroundings of the legendary
Raffles Hotel. It was an opportunity to catch-up with friends old and new, and provided the
perfect welcome to Singapore before a busy week of business.
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01 Jacques Ielli, Managing Director, CL
World Brands; Alain Maingreaud, Managing
Director, TFWA; Jacqueline Ielli; and
Christian Vonthron, Senior Vice President
Travel Retail and Duty Free, Davidoff.

01

02 A.S. LAL, Director, Alpha Kreol (India)
Ltd; Sarah Branquinho, Business Relations
& External Affairs Director, World Duty Free
Group; Markus Stauss, Marketing Director
Travel Retail & Export Worldwide, Coty
Travel Retail & Export; Hilde Van Den Eede,
Director Trade Operations & Public Relations
Global, Coty Travel Retail & Export; and Jan
Kristiansen-Binder, Regional Director, Asia
Pacific, Coty Travel Retail & Export.
03 Catalyse International’s Vishrut S. Seera,
Chief Operating Officer; Push Pinder, General
Manager; and Man Mohan Singh,
Managing Director.
04 Pandora’s Maria Højgaard, Marketing
Manager, Group Export; Julian Mullins,
Travel Retail Director; and Andrea Lancaster,
V&M Trainer.
05 TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen
and Ségoléne Audras-Verdillon, Managing
Director, Hermès Travel Retail.

02

03

06 Gerzon’s Marlies Wals, Account
Manager Duty Free, and Mariëtte
Zonjee, Senior Manager Duty Free,
with Thom Rankin, Vice-President
Conferences & Research, TFWA.
07 Franz Xaver Wageneder, Travel Retail
– Business Development, CODIPE, Inc;
Peter Zottl, VP Travel Retail, Swarovski;
Mirella Helal, Area Sales Manager,
Silhouette International; and Karl
Stoiber, Sales Director Duty Free &
Travel Retail, Silhouette International.

04

08 InterParfums’ Delphine Lernoud,
Regional Manager Asia Pacific; Alexis
Vincienne, Export Manager; Bok-Hi
Fourage, Area Manager South East Asia
Pacific; Florence Hao, Area Manager
North East Asia; and Marine Obin,
Marketing Manager.
09 William Grant and Sons’ Kate
Minner, Regional Marketing
Manager, Asia Pacific; Sarah
Green, partner of Scott Hamilton,
Regional Director Asia Pacific; Joelle
Zhuo, Promotion and Marketing
Executive; and Ian Taylor, Global
Marketing Manager, Travel Retail.

05

06

07

08

09
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sydney airport

The redevelopment of T1 Departures
had been in the planning for some
five years prior to commencement of
construction in early 2008. It provides
a major enhancement to the retail
offer and a more holistic and engaging
retail experience for the customer.

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE MONDAY 14 MAY 2012

��-seconds with:
Andrew Gardiner, General Manager, Retail, Sydney Airport

There is a strong emphasis on creating a
positive customer experience. “The retail
offer is much more diverse than at T1 in the
past. We have addressed the luxury market
along with an improved food & beverage
offer, which previously had very poor and
limited offerings,” commented Gardiner.
“For the first time in the International
Terminal, we have included a luxury

The new retail offer at Sydney Airport, Australia, includes the addition of
2,500sqm of retail space and some 120 stores within the International
Terminal, covering a full range of experiences, quality options and price
points. Andrew Gardiner, General Manager, Retail, Sydney Airport, outlined
the developments to Ross Falconer.

brand offer, in addition to great Australian
retailers, and offer a diverse range of food &

Lagardère Services, has made a major impact

beverage – from grab-and-go snacks to

on its Australia debut with a 250sqm shop-in-

the freshest local seafood and finest

shop concept, featuring boutiques from Hugo

Australian wines.”

Boss, Porsche Design, Salvatore Ferragamo,

The new retail offer also includes a number

Tumi and Zegna.

of ‘firsts’, including the largest duty free

The airport has identified an additional

store in the southern hemisphere, the first

1,000sqm of space into which it plans to

airside McDonald’s in Australia and the first

expand the retail offer and further enhance

Lonely Planet and Apple concept stores at

the passenger experience. Sydney Airport

any airport in the world.

is participating in the ONE2ONE meetings

The fashion category was previously

service to discuss opportunities in this planned

underrepresented at Sydney Airport and this

additional retail space. Gardiner explained

has been enhanced in both the new SYD Duty

“We have targeted brands that cater to both

French Connection, Guess, Nine West and even

that the airport’s objectives are “to meet with

& Tax Free store and the specialty retail offer.

the Australian and international traveller. Our

Australia’s first Victoria’s Secret shop, are also

international airports and retail suppliers to

The Forum houses the new specialty fashion

luxury focus has been on quality and accessible

part of the mix, as are iconic Australian brands

better understand what is working in travel

outlets, including luxury brands such as

fashion with a strong accessories dimension.

RM Williams and Tigerlily,” explained Gardiner.

retail currently, so that we may replicate

Emporio Armani, Burberry and Coach.

Recognisable high-street fashion, such as

Meanwhile, Aelia Group, a subsidiary of

this success”.
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golf report
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01

02

03

04

Sun shines
on Sentosa
A total of 64 golfers took part in the annual Golf
Tournament at the stunning Sentosa Golf Club,
Tanjong Course, which was held in partnership
with InterParfums.
Having enjoyed breakfast in the clubhouse,

a great day, so I’d like to thank everyone

the teams of four started to tee off at 07:30.

involved in organising the event.”

The early morning rain showers quickly

With other prizes up for grabs – including

gave way to blue skies and sunshine

a number of products kindly provided by

as the players competed for a number

InterParfums – Steve Bentz of Hershey’s

of prizes, including ‘Overall Winner’,

was named as the winner of the Nearest to

‘Longest Drive’ and ‘Nearest the Pin’.

the Pin competition, while Remy Cointreau’s

After more than four-and-a-half hours of

Laurent Soulat won Longest Drive.

action, the players made their way back

Renaud Boisson, Managing Director,

to the clubhouse where they were treated

InterParfums Singapore – who took part in

to lunch ahead of the much-anticipated

the tournament – said: “We’re very pleased,

prize-giving ceremony.

especially with the weather as it turned out

The overall winner – who was presented

to be a beautiful day after the rain earlier

with a set of golf clubs – was named

this morning. The golf course is beautiful

as Nazir Ahmad, a member of HJ

and challenging also, and we had 64

Ismail Group. “I didn’t expect to win!”

players, which is the maximum number.

he said. “I’m very happy – it was

“It’s really nice to be able to build and share

worth having a practice round on the

relationships with customers and partners

course yesterday. Tanjong Course is

in a different environment. We’ve all had

absolutely fantastic and we’ve all had

lots of fun.”

05

01 Renaud Boisson, Managing Director,
InterParfums Singapore; Alwyn Chong,
Country Manager China, Luxasia;
Herve Bouillonnec, VP International,
InterParfums; and Kevin Chiang, VP, Ever
Rich D.F.S Corporation.
02 Teeing off: Jessica Tay, Director,
Mitch & Marc Australia.
03 Remy Cointreau’s Xavier Desaulles,
Managing Director; Joel Lafon, GTR
Director; Tony Cruise, Duty Free Manager
Australia and New Zealand; and
Laurent Soulat, Marketing Manager.
04 Steve Bentz, Marketing Manager,
Hershey’s; Paul Loo, Group CEO, Focus
Network Agencies; Charles Chen, VP, China
Duty Free Group; and Tad Teraizumi, VP
Sales, Hawaiian Host.
05 Renaud Boisson, Managing Director,
InterParfums Singapore, with the overall
winner, Nazir Ahmad from HJ Ismail Group.

In partnership with:
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conference programme
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The theme of today's TFWA Asia Pacific &
GATE ONE2ONE conference is 'Power and
Potential in Asia Pacific'. Today's conference
and workshop sessions will provide
comprehensive and engaging insights into
the travel retail business in the region.

conference
& workshops
Monday 14 May 2012

11:15-13:15 Morning Workshops

09:00-10:45 Morning Plenary

PLEASE NOTE: Workshops A and B run simultaneously

13:15-14:30

Theatre, Suntec Level 2
In his traditional State of the Industry address,

Workshop A: China revisited

Workshop B: Emerging Asia

TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen will

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Room 303/304/305, Suntec Level 3

TFWA Industry Association Working
Lunch – Securing our future
Room 208/209, Suntec Level 2

assess the challenges and opportunities

By invitation only – Not open to the Press

faced in the region. He will focus on some

There are many dimensions to the power

There is a great deal more to ‘Emerging

of the factors behind growth in Asia Pacific,

and the potential of the duty free and

Asia’ than the powerhouses of China and

referencing the duty free “superpowers”.

travel retail market in China: the Chinese

India, which constitute both emerged and

The TFWA Industry Association Working

Untapped potential in the region will also be

consumer and their behaviour in duty free

developing markets. Elsewhere in Asia,

Lunch will provide an opportunity to discuss

explored, with an emphasis on turning Asia’s

at home and abroad; the growth of the

there are significant growth potential

some of the issues which are of concern

consumers into customers.

Chinese duty free sector for international

markets for the duty free and travel retail

to the industry today and how the regional

travellers; the domestic travel retail market

sector, such as Indonesia, the Philippines or

associations are working together to resolve

Following on, APTRA President Sunil Tuli

where the majority of China’s air traffic is

Vietnam.

them and protect the world of duty free, both

will highlight current industry challenges

centred today; not to mention the sheer size

This session will explore the economic

in Asia and beyond.

in the Asia Pacific region, which are being

and growth potential of the market. This

landscape of Asia’s other emerging markets,

addressed both by APTRA and by other

session will explore these aspects to provide

assess the potential for the duty free and

ETRC President-elect Sarah Branquinho

industry bodies.

insights into a market that will never cease

travel retail sector, and look at some of the

will provide a summary of the various issues

to surprise.

travel retail operations and their experience.

that the industry associations are currently

For Tomorrow, will focus on the future

Charles Chen, Vice President of China Duty

Martin Roll, Martin Roll Company

the industry globally.

landscape for business in Asia, revealing

Free Group (CDFG)

Chim Esteban, CEO, Landmark Duty Free

APTRA President Sunil Tuli will summarise

some of the promising and the harsh

Chandran Nair, CEO, GIFT (Global Institute

Philippines

some of the latest issues and initiatives on

realities. Looking beyond the headlines of

For Tomorrow)

Stuart Lloyd, Senior Director, Pacific Asia

advocacy in the Asia Pacific region specifically.

“The Asia Century”, he will highlight both

Derek Sadubin, Chief Operating Officer,

Travel Association

President Erik Juul-Mortensen will share

geo-political issues and the economic shift

CAPA

Richard Ferne, Regional Director S.E. Asia,

TFWA’s vision, based on member and other

from West to East.

Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing Director,

Camus Spirits & Wines

industry stakeholder input, of how a global

Counter Intelligence Retail

Anastasia Wahyuni, Head of Corporate

association could adopt a more participative

Communication, Pt. Angkasa Pura Solusi

role in the industry, working alongside and

Chandran Nair, CEO of GIFT, Global Institute

addressing to curb some of the threats to

Furla CEO Eraldo Poletto will look at how
brands can harness the growth trend in Asia.

Moderator: Dermot Davitt, Executive

Furla is one of the luxury brands enjoying

Director – Deputy Publisher,

Moderator: Charlotte Smith, Editor, The

around the globe. The lunch will be an

the unfettered growth from Asia’s brand-

The Moodie Report

Travel Retail Business

opportunity to share thoughts and ideas

supporting the partner regional associations

hungry consumers. He will examine how

on such an organisation with stakeholders

brands can attract Asia’s consumers more

present, and to discuss how the regional

effectively and more responsibly in travel

Translation available in Mandarin

associations, individual companies and a

retail, appealing to their desire for luxury,

and Japanese

central global body could collaborate.

their social status and their conscience.

Due to space restrictions, attendance
is limited. All interested parties are

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference &

encouraged to write to conference@tfwa.com

Research Manager, TFWA

to request an invitation. Please note that this
working lunch session will not be open to
the press.

Translation available in Mandarin
Erik Juul-Mortensen, President, TFWA

and Japanese

Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA and Managing
Director, King Power Group Hong Kong (Duty
Free)
Sarah Branquinho, President-elect, ETRC
10:45-11:15

13:15-14:30

and Business Relations & External Affairs

Business networking with coffee

Business networking lunch, Main Ballroom

Director, World Duty Free Group
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2012 conference
& workshops
sponsors:
Diamond:

14:30-16:30 Afternoon Workshops

17:00-17:45

PLEASE NOTE: Workshops C and D run simultaneously

Closing Plenary
Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Workshop C: Technology Talk

Workshop D: Airline & Inflight Asia

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Room 303/304/305, Suntec Level 3

Creating powerful
customer experience
Jonathan Chippindale, CEO, Holition

The social media and smartphone

Legacy, low cost and hybrid… different

phenomenon has taken the retail world by

airline business models are all serving the

The Closing Plenary will explore a new

storm – domestic and travel retail included.

same market. What will the future hold for

dimension to the potential for customer

The fast pace of progress in technology,

the Asia Pacific skyline?

engagement in duty free and travel retail.
Jonathan Chippindale, a former Managing

mobile internet speeds and device
DARK BACKGROUND

Platinum:

1 colour print

Workshop sessions:

DARK BACKGROUND

1 colour print

innovation has provided further impetus to

Who are the key players, what is their

Director of the De Beers Group, will reveal

social media.

approach to inflight duty free, what will

a new world of customer experience to

be the key challenges to inflight duty free

illustrate how brands and retailers can

Some actors in the travel retail sector have

in Asia and how are airlines innovating

engage consumers at all points of the

adopted this powerful medium early on and

today? These are some of the questions

journey. He will look at the new frontiers

used it to their advantage. There is still huge

which the expert panel of airline and

of digital marketing and how this can be

potential for the industry to take travel retail

inflight experts will address in this

combined with premium and luxury brands

to the consumer wherever they are. This

detailed analysis of the airline and inflight

creatively. Jonathan will embark delegates

session will explore the principles of social

industry across Asia Pacific.

on a journey of discovery into the powerful

media best and worst practice, take a look

opportunities and untapped potential. The

at some examples from the industry and

David Huttner, Senior Vice President,

session promises a whole new dimension to

discuss how retailers, airports, airlines and

Nyras Capital

managing customer expectations.

brands can make best use of technological

Aldric Chau, Assistant Manager Inflight,

advances and social media.

Cathay Pacific

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference &

Vimal Rai, Executive Director, Inflight Sales

Research Manager, TFWA

Christina Cassiotis, Vice President, Leader

Group Hong Kong

Airport, ICF SH&E

Peter Mohn, Partner, Mind-set

Simon Kemp, Managing Director,

Irene Chan, Inflight Sales & Amenity

Translation available in Mandarin

We are social

Manager, Dragonair

and Japanese

Shashank Nigam, CEO, SimpliFlying

Morning coffee break:

Moderator: Amanda Felix, Publisher, DutyModerator: John Rimmer, Executive

Free News International & Travel Retailer

Director – Business Development, The

International

Moodie Report

Translation available in Mandarin

Conference portfolio:

and Japanese

Conference hostess outfits:
16:30-17:00

17:45

Business networking with coffee

TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, Suntec Level 3
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Ferrero Travel Market
Ferrero, sponsor of today’s Morning
Coffee Break, brings to TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE its latest
collection of premium confectionery
from its world-renowned brands:
Ferrero Rocher, Collection, Rondnoir,
Raffaello, Kinder, Nutella and Tic Tac.

Mix 420g offers a wonderful selection of
Kinder Maxi, Kinder Schoko Bons
and Kinder Bueno bars.
This year’s colourful Kinder
‘Dog Stories’ range, which
is exclusive to travel retail,
comprises a Kinder Choco
Box, Kinder Surprise T4

In the pralines range, it will be exhibiting the

pack and Kinder Chocolate

new Ferrero Collection 212g, an assortment

multipack decorated with

of 20 pralines in a premium diamond

cartoon dogs.

plastic box, which is exclusive to travellers.

Ferrero Travel Market is also

Ferrero claims this is the right gift for the

building the presence of two

most discerning chocolate lover. Ferrero

other iconic brands in travel retail:

Collection combines three of Ferrero’s

Nutella, which with its new weekly

finest pralines: Ferrero Rocher, which

pack is demonstrating the strengths

doesn’t need any presentation, with Ferrero

of the most famous spread in the

Rondnoir and Ferrero Garden, two of the

world; and Tic Tac, with its new cute

finest creations from Ferrero.

multi-pack containing 60 mini boxes,

There is always something new from the

which is one of the big news stories

world of Kinder, the chocolate designed

expected in 2012.

especially for kids but loved by all ages. This
year, Ferrero presents the Kinder Friends

Stand L8

and Kinder Mix travel-exclusive assortments
in milk churn and milk carton packs. The
Kinder Friends 250g pouch contains bitesize Kinder Bueno, Kinder Chocolate, Kinder
Country and Schoko-Bons. The new Kinder

The new Ferrero Collection 212g is an assortment of
20 pralines in a premium diamond plastic box, which is
exclusive to travellers. It combines three of Ferrero’s
finest pralines: Ferrero Rocher, Ferrero Rondnoir and
Ferrero Garden.

InterParfums
activities in 2012
Yesterday’s TFWA Golf Tournament
was organised in partnership with
InterParfums.
From Lanvin tributes to Alber Elbaz, to
Montblanc novelties or new ST Dupont
fragrances, from Paul Smith limited editions
to Jimmy Choo or Van Cleef & Arpels
prestige fragrances, InterParfums continues
to build its brands in 2012 and is enhancing
its portfolio with two luxurious brands.
One year after Burberry Body Eau de
Parfum, the new Eau de Toilette will be
launched in Asia, as well as a very limited

version – Montblanc Legend pour Femme –

and prestigious Crystal Baccarat Edition.

is to be launched.

Meanwhile, the regular introduction of

In 2012, InterParfums is introducing the

seasonal looks and new products such

Boucheron and Balmain brands. The

as Burberry Beauty Lip Velvet collection

perfumer-jeweller brand, Boucheron, is

maintains the Burberry Beauty momentum.

relaunching with a new feminine fragrance –

In 2012, Lanvin is celebrating Alber Elbaz’s

Jaipur Bracelet – inspired by the Nauratran,

10th anniversary with festive events from

a traditional bracelet from Rajasthan offered

Paris to Beijing. Lanvin Fragrances will

to young brides as a lucky charm.

also honour Lanvin’s Artistic Director in the

Meanwhile, in January 2012, InterParfums

second half of the year, with the launch of

announced its license agreement with

a new feminine fragrance – Jeanne Lanvin

the Balmain House. The new feminine

Couture – directly inspired by the Lanvin

fragrance – Ivoire – will be launched in Asia

runways and the Alber Elbaz style.

in September. The fragrance is described as

Montblanc Legend, the masculine

a tribute to beauty and women, solemn and

fragrance successfully launched in 2011,

uncontrollable as the purest of ivories.

sees new initiatives including the Grooming
line and Limited Edition, while a feminine

Stand J18
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Economic power shifting East
Chandran Nair, CEO, Global Institute for Tomorrow, will deliver a keynote address in this morning’s
Plenary session. He will offer his perspective on the power and potential of Asia Pacific and the shift in
economic power from West to East, as he explained to Ross Falconer.
The shift in economic power from West
to East is unprecedented in the era of
modern business. Yet, Nair believes
it would be an oversimplification to
classify this as the “Asian century”,
or that any particular region or nation
will dominate the 21st century.

population, which could be as high as 6
billion by 2050. “Everyone therefore views
it as the powerhouse of the 21st century,”
commented Nair. “However, this is at
the same time its Achilles heel, as there
are dangers arising from an economic
model that is heavily reliant on promoting
relentless consumption.”

Nair: “A key strategy
for the winners in
this fast-changing
landscape is how
they position
themselves and
their brands
towards the
changing behaviours
and attitudes.”

“Even if China and India emerge as the

He also referred to the need to redefine growth,

economic powerhouses that so many

describing GDP as too narrow-based a metric

already see them as becoming, they will

of economic development and suggesting

have to confront a reality that will make

that Asia must find alternative ways to create

it impossible for them to dominate global

prosperity and measures of success.

politics in the way the West, particularly

There are many promising aspects for the

the US, did in the 20th century – world

future of the travel retail business in Asia.

population could peak at 12 or 15 billion by

As Asians get wealthier more of them will

2100,” he said. “Uncertainty is the new norm

travel, which is clearly very promising

and in addition to India and China, given

for the sector; and a more sophisticated

the over-packaging of goods,” explained

on how economic events evolve in the West.

their size, geopolitical hotspots for Asia will

middle class, the largest in the world, will

Nair. “A key strategy for the winners in this

“What happens in China is going to be

include Pakistan, Burma, Indonesia and the

increasingly be demanding and be willing to

fast-changing landscape is how they position

critical given the numbers are the largest.

Philippines – expected to be the world’s 16th

pay for quality goods and services. “In this

themselves and their brands towards the

There is too much uncertainty for any clear

largest economy in 2050.”

regard, a promising trend for the sector is to

changing behaviours and attitudes.”

predictions, but there is unlikely to be any

The power and potential of Asia is

identify opportunities for goods and services

Nair concluded that the travel retail outlook

serious downturn in 2012 given the mix of

fundamentally rooted to the size of its

that ‘do more with less’, and seek to reduce

for 2012 in Asia will be hugely dependent

economies in the region and the scale.”
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01 Puig is treating the EDT launch for Lady Million as a
new launch in its own right. “It’s a new product, with new
communication materials, for new consumers, at a new
price point. But we still have the golden excess and femme
fatale provocation that embodies Lady Million,” said
Patrick Bouchard, General Manager Travel Retail, Puig.

“The fragrance industry is highly
competitive. It’s fast-moving and
arguably over-saturated, with too
many launches and newcomers.
The real winners, and the growth
drivers for the fragrance category,
are the players and the brands who
consistently add value with their
launches,” said Patrick Bouchard,
General Manager Travel Retail,
Puig (Stand G13).

02 Mavive is launching two new fragrances under its
Police brand name – ‘Police to be the Illusionist’ and
‘Police to be Woman’.

“Puig develops travel retail exclusive
sets and duos for all our key lines across
all brands.”
He added that the company focuses heavily
on the packaging of these sets “to provide
added value to the consumer, and tap into
the gifting behaviour”.
This year, Mavive (Stand L30) will launch
new fragrances under its Zippo brand,
named ‘Zippo into the Blue’ and ‘Zippo the
Woman’, as well as two under its Police
brand name, ‘Police to be Woman’ and
‘Police to be the Illusionist’. “These are not
exclusives to travel retail, although in the

01

gift set collection are included compact
sets and travel sets which perfectly meet
travel retail requirements,” said Manuela
Caberlotto, Brand Manager at Mavive.
The marketing in travel retail is quite similar
for all brands, but those who understand
the sector, as well as the needs of travelling
consumers, are sure to go far. Perfumes
y Diseño (PYD) (Stand H9) International
Manager Maria Aguilar explained that due
to “the restrictions in airports such as space
and time, we try to recreate the atmosphere

Urban elegance
and celeb chic

of the department stores (in the domestic
market) at the airports, since our clients find
the same selection of products but with a
saving”. To PYD’s advantage as well, it uses
gifts with purchase as an incentive when
someone buys one of the fragrances. “We
also plan to have our launches at the same
time as in the domestic market; that way we
get double exposure,” added Aguilar.

Bill Gates once said: “The most meaningful way to differentiate your
company from your competition, the best way to put distance between
you and the crowd, is to do an outstanding job.” It is clear in travel
retail that fragrance brand owners are raising the bar in terms of
quality and affordable luxury. Jessica Harvey reports.
So what’s new in the
world of fragrance?
Puig has another busy year in store for
2012, with major launches of new lines and

02

novelties across all the prestige brands in its
portfolio. “The highlights for the Asia Pacific
region in particular would be our activity with
our fragrance licenses for luxury fashion
brands Valentino and Prada, as well as our
own brand Nina Ricci. With these brands,
we see huge potential for growth in markets
across Asia, including China, Korea, Hong
Kong and Taiwan,” said Bouchard.
He added: “With Valentino, we will be
building on the fantastic success of our
inaugural fragrance launch, Valentina, in
European and Middle East markets in 2011,
with an Asia Pacific roll-out in 2012. We
have recently done a regional exclusive of
Valentina with Nuance-Watson at Singapore
Changi Airport, and the results have been
beyond our already ambitious expectations.
We’re confident that Valentina will have a
similar impact across the region
going forward.”
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But that’s not all for Puig. Nina Ricci has
seen the launch of ‘Nina Fantasy’ – a limited

03

edition for 2012 that is a perfect concept for
the Asian market. “The fragrance is light
and has a very appealing bottle design,
packaging and point of sale material that
embrace the kawaii, or Asian ‘cuteness’,
culture. Travel retailers are already placing
new orders having sold out of initial stocks,”
explained Bouchard.
Over at L’Occitane (Stand HS15), the
brand has launched some limited edition
fragrances “such as Cherry Princess and
there will be new limited editions for Peony,
Verbena and Rose fragrances later this year”,
said Caroline Lhert, Marketing Manager for

03 Salvatore Ferragamo is launching
its travel set of feminine fragrances
named ‘Luxury Collection’, which is
described as “a selection of mini treats
to feel different every single day”.

L’Occitane Travel Retail in Asia Pacific.
Salvatore Ferragamo (Stand HS06) is
launching its travel set of feminine
fragrances named ‘Luxury Collection’, which

04 L’Occitane has launched some
limited edition fragrances, such as
Cherry Princess, and there will be new
limited editions for Peony, Verbena and
Rose fragrances later this year.

boasts some pretty impressive packaging.
According to Karen Chu, Regional Marketing
& Training Manager, Parfums - Asia Pacific
at Salvatore Ferragamo, Luxury Collection
is: “A selection of mini treats to feel different
every single day”.
She added that “the outer box is made with

04

05

a textured paper that recalls a fine fabric. A
red ribbon encircles the box to further add

05 Sascha Gillessen, International
Sales at Mäurer & Wirtz: “The
Baldessarini Classic fragrance and
body care range currently comprises
a selection of eau de colognes, after
shaves, shower gels and deodorants.”
06 PYD is launching TOUS Sensual
Touch, which it is showcasing at TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

preciousness to the ensemble while the
Salvatore Ferragamo Logo gleams in red”.
And speaking of luxury, this year, PYD is
launching TOUS Sensual Touch, while in
the second semester of 2012 the company
will launch a men’s fragrance by J. del

launch Oudh-based fragrances for travel

In February this year, Nougat London

new product, with new communication

Pozo and in September a fragrance for the

retail in the near future.”

(Stand A2) launched the second fragrance

materials, for new consumers, at a new

TOUS brand for a different target. The men’s

Ajmal believes there is opportunity for

in its men’s grooming range, NGT. The

price point. But we still have the golden

fragrance, features a strong urban style.

substantial growth in almost all regions

new fragrance, Amber and Vetiver, is a

excess and femme fatale provocation that

The new products that Lorience Paris

in which the company is present, with

very sophisticated, clean fragrance which

embodies Lady Million. We really feel the

(Stand G10) will be presenting at TFWA Asia

particular potential in the UAE. The

dries down into pepper and wood, while

EDT can help drive fragrance growth and

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE are Rose pour Elle

perfumer recently held a promotion

the packaging is smart, stylish and with

help maintain Paco Rabanne’s Million

(Mauboussin), Pour Lui (Mauboussin), Lady

with Dubai Duty Free for the travel retail

an understated cool. “The pinstripe of

universe as the number one fragrance

Castagnette in White (LuluCastagnette) and

exclusive Accord Violet and for Hanaa, which

the packaging reflects the professional

masterbrand in the channel globally,”

Blue Addiction (LuluCastagnette). “We are

is its most recent concentrated oil. The

nature of the NGT man and combined

explained Bouchard.

also relaunching Empreinte (Courrèges), Eau

promotion was a big success.

with cool grey and brushed silver creates

For Mavive, Police is a typical urban

a very urban feel,” said Nougat London

brand and last year, PYD launched

de Courrèges (Courrèges) and Courrèges
in Blue (Courrèges),” said Sophie Bruneau,

Masculine fragrances

Brand Development Manager

Halloween Fever by J. del Pozo, an urban

Marketing Director at Lorience Paris.

In the case of men’s fragrances, Puig will be

Philippa Thomas.

and cosmopolitan fragrance inspired by

Similarly busy is the fragrance house

launching a new masculine universe for Prada

There is an urban theme to many

New York. “We wanted to translate into

Weruska & Joel (Stand K01), which is

in Q3 2012, with “a very engaging and dramatic

fragrances this year. For Puig, this is

a perfume the urban and cosmopolitan

launching 2 Shocking for her, 2 Pink for

concept, bringing something completely new to

represented by Lady Million, for which the

atmosphere, the skyscrapers and the

her, 2 Royal for him and 2 Navy for him, as

the brand”, explained Bouchard.

company is now treating the EDT launch

coolness of the city,” said PYD Marketing

well as Ambre Royale under its Egon Von

For Ferragamo, its masculine fragrances set

as a new launch in its own right. “It’s a

Creative Director Sonia Graffin.

Furstenberg brand, Pop Heart under its

– ‘The Selection’ – is described by Chu

Enrico Coveri brand and Yuzen under its

as “an ideal ensemble of a man’s

Lancetti brand.

favourite fragrances to take

Abdulla Ajmal, General Manager at Ajmal

everywhere”.

(Stand C2) explained that a number of

Meanwhile, Mäurer & Wirtz

fragrances are launched each year. “To the

(Stand J4), since acquiring

international consumers, we offer a range of

Baldessarini fragrances,

Western fragrances, which include a mix of

continues to focus on the

oils and sprays.”

strapline ‘Separates the

This year, Ajmal’s inspiration is derived

men from the boys’. “The

from “our consumers who enable us to

Baldessarini Classic fragrance

bring innovative products to market that

and body care range currently

have newness and are preferred by them”.

comprises a selection of eau de

So, what are the newest trends in the

colognes, after shaves, shower

fragrance world? “Oudh is the new hero

gels and deodorants. In addition

ingredient, which is gaining popularity

to the core line, in the past ten

outside the Arab world,” said Ajmal. “The

years the men’s fragrances Del

international brands are opting to use this

Mar, Ambré, Strictly Private

exotic scent to create many blends for

and Private Affairs have been

which we are considered as leaders in this

launched,” commented Sascha

category. The acceptance of this changing

Gillessen, International Sales at

trend has been encouraging and we plan to

Mäurer & Wirtz.

06
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Celebrity scents
But, in truth, the real power of leading
fragrance brands is being able to
successfully speak to their audience.
“Developing the right product for the right
consumer is a given, but where we try to
make the difference at Puig is to really tell
stories with our products,” commented
Bouchard. “We have protagonists in our
products who consumers will follow through
an exciting story with twists and turns.
You can clearly see this in the stories of
Valentina or Lady Million.”
And one easy way of getting a protagonist
is not just to create one, but to borrow a
celebrity persona and launch a fragrance
on the back of how aspirational he or she
is. “Consumers buy into the brand of the
celebrity and the fragrance itself is almost a
secondary factor,” said Thomas.

07

08

Parlux (Stand B12) International Marketing
Director Rebeca Webber agrees, adding
that “the first step is for the fragrance to

from beginning to end,” she said.

Indeed, social media has been the main

Lorience Paris, later in the year there

evoke the lifestyle of the celebrity and the

Parlux launched Rebelle by Rihanna this

vehicle to promote Rihanna’s fragrances.

will be more new launches. Bruneau

second challenge is to incorporate fragrance

spring and is planning to launch Paris

“She is incredibly popular with young people

explained that one of these will be a totally

notes that are as universally acceptable as

Hilton Dazzle and Vintage Bloom by Jessica

all over the world. Her fans constantly

new Courrèges fragrance – ‘Blanc de

possible in the commercial arena.”

Simpson this summer. “When Rihanna

communicate through Facebook and Twitter,”

Courrèges’ – which will be previewed at

Webber explained that the celebrities

launched her first fragrance, Reb’l Fleur,

Webber explained. “These platforms allow us

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

themselves are simply the source of

she asked her fans in a web video if they

to share, engage, connect and communicate

Which scents will be the biggest success

inspiration. “What are their passions,

considered themselves to be a rebel or

with customers around the world in their own

remains to be seen, but there is certainly

predilections, personal stories, fantasies,

a flower. A resounding 68% voted for the

languages. For instance, Rihanna’s Facebook

plenty to see – and smell – at the show.

dreams and love lives? The role of perfumes

rebellious persona, and that became the

page has a reach of more than 160,000 users

As PYD’s Graffin concluded: “The fragrance

is to tell a story, forge an emotional and

name of her second women’s scent, Rebelle

and growing. We currently cross-promote

world is in constant evolution,” because

magical bond with the consumer. The

by Rihanna, which explores her mysterious

with Rihanna’s Navy Fan page community

“launches and new products are

celebrity is involved in the creative process

and sensual side,” added Webber.

RihannaDaily.com and RihannaNow.com,

more frequent.”

her official site.”
Thomas commented that at Nougat London,
the firm has also broadened the reach of its
fragrances with the use of some thorough
marketing and research. “Our new products
and fragrances are put through stringent
tests ahead of being launched into the
market. These tests include consumer
tests with two very different groups, those
who already love Nougat and are regular
customers of ours, and a selection of
people unaware of our brand. In addition to
consumer testing, we have a strong social
networking presence and are in constant
direct communication with our consumers.
Again, the advantage of also being a
fashion brand means that we are constantly
monitoring emerging trends,” said Thomas.
And what else does the future hold? At

07 The new products that Lorience
Paris is presenting at TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE include
Pour Lui (Mauboussin).
08 Rebeca Webber, Parlux International
Marketing Director: “When Rihanna
launched her first fragrance, Reb’l
Fleur, she asked her fans in a web video
if they considered themselves to be a
rebel or a flower. A resounding 68%
voted for the rebellious persona, and
that became the name of her second
women’s scent, Rebelle by Rihanna,
which explores her mysterious and
sensual side.”
09 Weruska & Joel is launching 2
Shocking for her, 2 Pink for her, 2 Royal
for him and 2 Navy for him, as well
as Ambre Royale under its Egon Von
Furstenberg brand, Pop Heart under its
Enrico Coveri brand and Yuzen under
its Lancetti brand.

09
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02

01

Compact
beauty

03

Cosmetic palettes, small enough for bags and
purses and ideal for travellers are taking travel
retail by storm. Jessica Harvey reports.
Small all-encompassing skincare
ranges, which focus on the
globetrotter’s hydration and sun
defence needs, are now available
to people on the move. According to
Stéphanie Robin–Arménio, Head of
Communications at Polaar (Stand
B02), this is because: “People travel
more and more and need nomadic
products. All our skincare products
have always been nomadic thanks to
their packaging.”

Altisource Hydratant Fraîcheur Intensive

best-selling cleansing oils, each with a

It is Alpure’s brand philosophy to have short

Hydration Energizing Cream and its Bio-

different Asian city on the bottle design,

ranges for every line of the brand. “In-

Alpine Correction Lift Anti-Ageing Night

as well as three exquisite eye palettes

depth and comprehensive market studies

Cream. “This travel kit is aimed at both

with shades carefully hand-picked by our

and consumer analysis allows us to always

domestic and travel retail markets, as it

International Artistic Director, Uchiide-san,”

surpass our consumers’ expectation in

is ideal for a weekend getaway, a last-

said Pang. “Shu Uemura is a make-up artist

providing an exceptional quality product,

minute gift or just a clever way to try out

brand with a holistic philosophy, which

without unnecessarily multiplying product

four products,” said Mehtemetian.

believes that beautiful make-up starts with

references,” added Mehtemetian. “With

Caroline Lhert, Marketing Manager for

beautiful skin. For regular travellers, having

every new product, we stay true to our

L’Occitane Travel Retail in Asia Pacific (Stand

the right skincare products to meet your

brand philosophy and core values, thus

HS15), agrees, compact skincare can be an

beauty needs is even more important. In

ensuring that the customer expectations

ideal impulse purchase, not just for people

this sense, Shu Uemura is very much a total

and demands are met.”

on the go, but also as a little something to

beauty brand offering the right balance of

She added that Polaar has also launched a

bring back for loved ones. “Some of our

nature, science and art that allows anyone to

mini version of its products to specifically

travel sets contain travel-sized products,

create their own unique beauty.”

appeal to this trend. Indeed, to highlight the

so they are easy to carry yet also look very

desire for bijoux beauty, Polaar’s bestselling

attractive to give as gifts,” she said.

Affordable luxury

item is its smallest product: “Icy Magic, a

The forthcoming AW collection from Shu

Of primary importance is that the luxury

roll-on eye contour with Siberian Gingseng.”

Uemura, which is being exhibited by L’Oréal

element is not compromised across a

Swiss skincare specialist Alpure (Stand M9)

(Stand HS08), is called ‘chocolat donna’.

travel-sized line. The reason small ranges

is launching a new travel-sized skincare

This is “a chocolate-inspired collection with

of products sell so well is because the price

set “ideally sized for the always on-the-

rich velvety tones”, explained Amanda Pang,

point makes them accessible. But this also

go plane-hopping lifestyle”, explained

Junior Product Manager at L’Oréal Travel

means that consumers need to be wowed by

Alice Mehtemetian, Alpure Commercial

Retail Asia Pacific.

the quality. “Our discerning and demanding

Assistant. The set comprises the four

For Shu Uemura, another project in

customers value our high quality standards

best-sellers of the brand: Systeme-Pur

the making is the travel retail exclusive

and approachable pricing point, as we offer

Detoxifying Toning Cleanser, Bio-Alpine

collection themed ‘travel around the world’.

luxury quality products at affordable prices,”

Perfection Regard Anti-Ageing Eye Cream,

“This collection will feature three of Shu’s

commented Mehtemetian.

01 Stéphanie Robin–Arménio, Head of Communications
at Polaar: “People travel more and more and need
nomadic products. All our skincare products have always
been nomadic thanks to their packaging.”
02 Innovation for L’Occitane centres on releasing
monthly additions and new items to generate
attention. Caroline Lhert, Marketing Manager,
L’Occitane Travel Retail in Asia Pacific: “We continue
to set trends and capture interest by introducing
novelties every month, developing new sets and
creating attractive, innovative merchandising.”
03 Alpure is launching a new travel-sized skincare set,
comprising the four best-sellers of the brand: SystemePur Detoxifying Toning Cleanser, Bio-Alpine Perfection
Regard Anti-Ageing Eye Cream, Altisource Hydratant
Fraîcheur Intensive Hydration Energizing Cream and its
Bio-Alpine Correction Lift Anti-Ageing Night Cream.
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Robin–Arménio:
"Customers are looking for
qualitative products and novelties.
They want to have the feeling of a
return on investment and want to
be proud of the products they are
using. The more they will see your
products the more confidence
they will have in your brand."

The reality is that if consumer demands are

Importance of innovation

met, then the consumer is satisfied and

For women on the move, these are the key

happy enough to repeat-purchase. To build

factors they’ll require from their travel-sized

a relationship with the consumer to a point

beauty – wrinkle prevention and preparing

of making them loyal to the brand is the

the skin with cleansers being daily routines,

fundamental goal. “In the current economic

but travel can certainly take its toll on the

climate, trust is key,” said Polaar's Robin–

skin and so we see products now citing

Arménio. “Customers are looking for qualitative

hydrating, rejuvenating and brightening

products and novelties. They want to have the

properties, as well as added protection from

feeling of a return on investment and want to be

the sun’s harmful rays.

proud of the products they are using. The more

“The Youth Creamy Mask, thanks to an

they will see your products the more confidence

innovative natural and powerful active

they will have in your brand.”

ingredient, coming from the algae Golden

Over at Alpure, Mehtemetian explained that

Laminaria, helps smooth features, fade

the brand has its eye on what consumers

wrinkles out and strengthen skin, by

are after while travelling. “We closely follow

boosting cell metabolism,” said Nathalie

market trends and constantly search to

Lamande, CEO of Condensé Paris (Stand

better assess the ever-changing lifestyles,

C18). She explained that this is due to its

needs, wants and desires of our customers

contents such as: “Orange wax, passion

by maintaining a close relationship,” she

flower and flax oils [which] provide comfort

said. “Our archetypal consumer is a woman

and deep moisturising.” Lamande attests

that is in demand of exceptional ingredients,

that the “skin, once regenerated, recovers

the latest research and development

youth and smoothness”.

available, natural and organic ingredients.

Robin–Arménio explained that Polaar’s new

Each line of the brand is aimed at a specific

anti-ageing range includes a fundamental

need in terms of skincare. We currently

serum and a global cream and two travel

have four lines: anti-ageing, hydration,

kits – one dedicated to men and one

brightening and preparation.”

to women. “In addition to that, we just

05

launched a solar range composed of four
products,” she said, while also highlighting
the need for sun protection factors to be
included in face creams particularly.
It’s no secret that inspiration for such
ranges comes directly from the consumer.
In fact, it’s safe to say that market demand

04 Nathalie Lamande, CEO, Condensé Paris: “The Youth
Creamy Mask, thanks to an innovative natural and
powerful active ingredient, coming from the algae Golden
Laminaria, helps smooth features, fade wrinkles out and
strengthen skin, by boosting cell metabolism.”

05 New for Shu Uemura, which is being exhibited by
L’Oréal, is the travel retail exclusive collection themed
‘travel around the world’. The collection includes three
of Shu Uemura’s best-selling cleansing oils, each with a
different Asian city on the bottle design.

constantly improving the formula and

as innovative as possible,” she said.

Lhert confirmed that this is something

formats of our existing products.”

Innovation for L’Occitane centres on releasing

she has certainly noticed across

For L’Occitane, the quality message is

monthly additions and new items to generate

travel retail. “We are seeing increased

enforced by “the ingredients, usually found

attention. “We continue to set trends and

demand for large sizes such as 500ml,

around the Provencal area in France and the

capture interest by introducing novelties every

as well as refills which are more eco-

Mediterranean”, while other brands seek

month, developing new sets and creating

friendly in the travel retail market.”

ingredients from far flung places around

attractive, innovative merchandising,”

Travel retail in Asia is a lucrative destination

the globe to satisfy consumers' needs for

commented Lhert. “L’Occitane’s novelties

for consumers looking for good-priced and

something both natural and elusive. “All our

are introduced according to the season and

high quality beauty ranges. Lhert revealed

products are natural (paraben free, mineral

inspired by ingredients with a true story

that L’Occitane is set to expand its best-

oil free, alcohol free) and made with very

behind every collection.”

selling ranges like Immortelle and Angelica,

innovative actives from the extreme regions

But then there’s something else to

and soon enough the focus will be the

of the world,” said Robin–Arménio.

remember – the economy has reminded

brand’s introduction of some competitive

She added that it’s also a case of constantly

people that travel retail is a territory for

face care sets. As Lhert commented, it’s

innovating and making every research trip

cost-effective buys. As such, the reverse

a good time to keep an eye out for new

count in an effort to discover the next new

of the ‘compact’ trend is also rife among

launches and innovative beauty ranges. After

active ingredient. “Following every research

bargain hunters looking for large refills of

all, “skincare remains the main segment for

trip, we bring back new actives in order to be

their favourite products to take home.

travel retail in Asia Pacific”.

shapes the style and properties included
in each new product launched. Lhert said
that at L’Occitane inspiration is found “by
listening to customer feedback, developing
new products based on them, as well as
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01

02

Big brands
come to
Singapore
There are 62 companies either exhibiting
at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE for
the first time or returning after an absence.
That represents an impressive 26% of the
total number of exhibitors. Here, we profile
a selection. Further profiles will follow in
subsequent issues of The Daily.

La Prairie 01

World of Patria International 02

Stand H30

Stand A26

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

La Prairie is the world-renowned Swiss

The Asia Pacific region has become more

World of Patria International was formed

The time is right for World of Patria

beauty company whose unique collection of

and more important for La Prairie over the

in 2006, expanding rapidly from its original

International to showcase its portfolio of

skincare, colour – in select markets – and

past years. Therefore, it is critical for us to

remit to cater for ex-pat Brits to extensive

brands to the travel retail sector. We have

fragrance products is widely regarded for

stay in close contact with our partners in

coverage of retail outlets focused on

good distribution within Europe and are now

setting the benchmark within the luxury

the region, and the timing of the exhibition

travellers throughout Europe, particularly

looking to extend our business East

cosmetic industry. The team at La Prairie

is perfect to talk about strategy and new

border shop locations. Last year the

and West.

works tirelessly to continuously introduce

product launches for the second half of

company decided to expand its offer with a

high-performance products that react,

2012.

specially selected portfolio of premium and

What are your objectives?

super-premium spirits and wines offered to

To introduce our portfolio to buyers in the

delay and intercept the aging of the skin.
We believe that with the four La Prairie

What are your objectives?

travel retail markets globally. The company

region – specifically airport and downtown

essentials – an eye cream, a serum, a

We will meet with all of our partners to

works primarily with independent and niche

retailers, but we are interested to meet all

moisturiser and a foundation – your skin has

better understand their needs and discuss

brands to create an offer that is unique

who are interested in our product range.

the tools it needs to effectively confront the

ways to improve our business.

within the category.

Our new FirstCape brand is being launched

hazards and everyday life stresses.

What is your unique
selling point (USP)?

Who buys your products?

British Lions next year and this should be of

We are targeting travellers who are

specific interest to retailers from Hong Kong

Who buys your products?

We have a strong Swiss heritage that we

increasingly looking not just to trade up in

and Australia.

The La Prairie customer is stylish, informed

constantly pay homage to. Switzerland has

travel retail, but also to find niche brands

and discerning. They expect nothing less than

always stood for the highest in performance

that they are less familiar with. We’re a

What is your USP?

the best in high-performance products that

and luxury, and that translates into our

young and vibrant company looking to

Simple – our brand portfolio. Many of our

deliver results and are committed to aging

products.

partner with equally dynamic and exciting

brands are completely new entrants to the

gracefully. We are strongly connected to our

One of our standout points is our exclusive

brands that bring something new

travel retail channel. We are far from being

devoted customers and continue to create and

Cellular Complex.

to the table.

“same old, same old”.

to tie-in with the brand’s sponsorship of the

problems of premature aging, environmental

expand collections to meet their product needs.

Stand D1
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m
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04

03

Whitehouse 03

Zero Halliburton 04

Stand A27

Stand A30

Who are you?

retail portfolio from a professional company

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Whitehouse Travel Retail LLP is the

with numerous years of experience.

ACE Co., Ltd has been a manufacturer and

Cultivating a human network in this industry

general wholesaler of travel, sports, business,

in order to brush-up on our global business
know-how.

division of the Whitehouse Leisure group
of companies that specialises in the sale of

Why exhibit now?

fashion bags and suitcases for more than

items to the worldwide travel retail market.

Our decision to exhibit in 2012 is part of our

70 years in Japan. It owns a network of

Based in our office east of London, we work

long-term strategy.

manufacturing, logistics and global sales

What is your USP?

capability. There are affiliate facilities in China

ACE provides high-quality products

and one domestic suitcase factory.

with functionality and reliability. Our

on behalf of a wide portfolio of leading brands
over many different product areas that have

What are your objectives?

been carefully selected for their popularity,

Although it will be nice to meet our current

quality and price. With our operational

clients, we are also looking forward to

Who buys your products?

standards beyond all imagination, such as

experience, you can count on Whitehouse

meeting new customers who wish to view

We’re proudly offering our products, which

a 5,000-times handle jerk test with 24kg

to provide a total supply solution with a

our portfolio.

are excellent not only in terms of durability

contents.

and quality, but also design, which appeal to

Zero Halliburton is famous for its

fashion oriented consumers.

unparalleled anecdote: Arrived at the moon

first class service. This is evidenced by our
presence in over 30 countries and over 500

What is your USP?

product selections on airlines alone.

If it is possible to have more than one

‘Made-in-Japan’ line has strict quality

by the Apollo 11 mission and transported

unique selling point then this would have

Why exhibit now?

moon rocks back to the Earth in 1969. The

Who buys your products?

to be the depth of our portfolio, which

Marking the 75th anniversary of Zero

iconic aluminium case has evolved to the

Our products are bought by a wide spectrum

has been carefully selected to service the

Halliburton in 2013, it is necessary to reinforce

new material ‘polypropylene’, which is the

of travel retailers, whether it be inflight,

travel retail market, a team of experienced

our business in an energetic market. After

lightest material in its history.

terminals, cruise ships and ferries, although

and professional staff who can provide

establishing Singapore ACE in March 2012,

we are also lucky to have listings with other

the perfect account management to our

now is the right time to expand in the Asia-

specialist duty free retailers away from the

customers, and a business ethic that has,

Pacific market through travel retail.

more traditional areas within the market. We

and will remain, perfectly tailored to the

are targeting our portfolio to retailers within

travel retail industry.

the industry who appreciate a complete travel
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01

01 Garry Stoner, Director of
Sales – Travel Retail, Scorpio
Distributors: “Like all categories
in travel retail, it’s imperative to be
innovative and creative in order to
tempt the traveller.”

02

02 For Travel Retail Experts,
children’s “pester-power” and the
adult’s “guilt factor” are identified
as key sales drivers.
03 Premier Portfolio is presenting
the Fun Plane Jumbo Watch,
which has already secured listings
onboard KLM and Flybe.
04 Nigel Caddick, Managing
Director, Wizz: “Gifting is still
the key factor – guilty business
travellers or tourists taking a
memento home for young ones.”

Fresh product offering
drives impulse buys
The children’s items category provides perhaps the greatest example of the
impulsive nature of the travel retail consumer, as Ryan Ghee reports.
Whether bought as a gift or to pacify
a young traveller during the onward
journey, toys and gifts are a key part
of the travel retail product offering.
Effective promotional campaigns and
exclusive products have proved to be
an effective means of encouraging
spend in a category that very much
relies on unplanned purchases.

imperative to be innovative and creative in

onboard a plane or in a duty free shop, to

order to tempt the traveller, whose main

see something hopefully for the first time,”

purpose is to get from A to B rather than to

Webster added.

go shopping.” Among the latest lines that
Scorpio has introduced to help tempt the

‘Gifting is key’

consumer is an extension to the ‘Just’ plush

Retail Concepts, the company behind the

toy range with a new ‘Travelling Together’

Wizz (Stand E1) brand, is highlighting a

concept, as well as a collection of Rag Dolls

new concept at this week’s show. The new

and Scented Bears.

‘My Adventure’ concept will initially open at

For Travel Retail Experts (Stand C8), making

04

Dubai Airport and uses the latest technology

“We have to continue offering products,

the most of children’s “pester-power” and

supported by promotional programmes

the adult’s “guilt factor” are also identified

and merchandising solutions, that inspire

as key sales drivers. New plush toys from

gifts. They are easily bored when travelling

backdrops, making for an ideal gift. Among

retailers to take the category seriously –

the WWF collection are among the latest

so, depending on their age, buying a gift

the other new products being showcased by

even if space is limited,” said Garry Stoner,

features, along with toiletry sets for girls and

to divert their attention on a long trip is a

Wizz are the Annoying Aliens and the Magic

Director of Sales – Travel Retail, Scorpio

boys. Juerg Mumenthaler, Director, said:

common motive for purchase.”

Music Monkey, which has built-in speakers

Distributors (Stand K28). “Innovation is

“Children the world over love to be amused,

Although the demands in the children’s

for use with MP3 players.

key. Like all categories in travel retail, it’s

to be nurtured, to be spoiled with surprise

items sector are generally uniform across

“Gifting is still the key factor – guilty

each of the continents, Premier Portfolio

business travellers or tourists taking

(Stand P6) Managing Director Andrew

a memento home for young ones,”

Webster noted that: “Airline customers in

explained Nigel Caddick, Managing

Asia often look to list cute and novel items

Director. “Entertainment value also plays

and sometimes take multi-packs of certain

an important part at certain times of the

items suitable for multiple gift giving.”

year, when children are travelling with the

Among the products being showcased in

purchaser.”

Singapore is the redeveloped Fun Plane

While the children’s items sector as a whole

Jumbo Watch, which has already secured

may still rely heavily on the impulse buyer,

listings onboard KLM and Flybe.

the product offering itself boasts great variety.

“We are constantly striving to find new ideas

A combination of quality and innovation is

and to be able to offer travel retail exclusives

proving to be an effective tool in helping to

where possible, enabling travellers, whether

promote sales in the travel retail channel.

03

in photographic manipulation to allow the
subject to be photographed among exotic
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The Trinity Forum 2012,
February 13-15, Grand
Hyatt Hotel, Seoul.
Ian Hill reports.
A record attendance of nearly 500
delegates at the Trinity Forum
conference held in Seoul, Korea in
February, organised by The Moodie
Report and ACI World, was a reminder
of the enormous importance that Asia
has become as a powerhouse of travel
retail growth in 2012.
At the forefront is Incheon Airport which,
with sales of US$1.53bn, became the
number one airport retailer in 2011 and

RIDING THE
KOREAN WAVE

carried off the ACI ASQ Best Customer
Service award for the seventh year in a row.

– and said this must change to improve

of World Duty Free Group, in the panel

imagined by retailers,” said Zingraff-Shariff.

President and CEO, CW Lee, attributed this

passengers’ moods and willingness to spend

discussion ‘Raising the Quality Bar’, spoke

Emmanuelle de Place, COO of LS Travel

to excellent relations with airport retailers

in terminals. Less than 50% of those that

of working with partners in a joint profit and

Retail, ASPAC, reminded us that fashion has

such as Lotte and The Shilla Duty Free.

enter actually buy, said Jane Ewing, former

investment sharing initiative. Keith Hunter,

demands that can prove difficult. Supplier

ACI World Director General Angela Gittens

MD, Diageo GTR & ME. ‘Touchy, feeliness’

senior VP, Qatar Duty Free, told how the new

contracts were invariably short, with product

announced a 7% increase in airport service

is always something that airport shopping

Doha International Airport will set a new

selection often six months before delivery. It

standards around the world and Incheon’s

will have over the internet with fun and

benchmark in airport design with 25,000sqm

is vital to create sufficient space for fashion

dominance was a clear reflection of how

excitement, she stressed. Knowing what the

of retail space, ten times what it offers now. An

within airports, exemplified at the Fashion

well customer service links to their business

customer wants is essential, said Sunil Tuli,

inspirational one-to-one discussion between

Gallery at Changi Airport with 800sqm

strategy. The keynote address by Jack

Duty Free MD of King Power, Hong Kong.

Sung-Joo Kim, founder, owner of Sungjoo

housing 20 brands.

MacGowan, CEO of Aer Rianta International,

APTRA, of which he is President, will offer

Group (MCM) and moderator Moodie followed.

A fascinating look towards the future of

made the chilling point that airport retail is

training for Asian airports' shop floor and

At the second day panel ‘Taking fashion and

Korean travel retail was given by In-Jung

threatened by the internet and downtown

managerial staff. This includes the best use

luxury to new heights’, Frank Passmann,

Whang, VP Marketing, The Shilla Duty Free.

shopping. We must make consumers feel

of digital connectivity, and Changi and the

general manager travel retail, Mont

This along with the final two panel sessions

more loved in an increasingly stressful

Philippines airports were cited as ahead of

Blanc, urge retailers to get the right

that discussed ‘Creating a whole new level

airport environment, grasp the opportunity

the field here.

communications in place before Asians

of passenger experience’ and ‘The new

to target specific customers, such as men,

Strong brands attract high quality, high

become the biggest consumer group

reality of a virtual world’, with good audience

and have more exclusive offers. This point

spending footfall, which is why so many

outside Asia. With 300m Chinese outbound

participation, made this Trinity Forum the

was also made by Uwe Faber-Billot, global

companies choose to build their brands

travellers expected over the next decade,

best ever – in content, quality of debate and

category manager, P&G Prestige, when he

through the DF and TR channel, said Erik

the use of smartphones, iPads, tablets

attendance – all expertly moderated by Martin

said men need a simple range of products

Juul-Mortensen, President of TFWA.

and social media will be commonplace, so

Moodie, Dermot Davitt and John Rimmer.

well signposted to guide them into a store

However margins are tighter through tougher

suppliers must be aware of their use in price

where they feel cared for by staff.

airport concessions yet many brands have

and stock comparison. This was restated by

Non-aeronautical revenues are increasingly

reached the tipping point where it is simply

Muriel Zingraff-Shariff, retail concessions

The strength of this industry’s charitable work

important to airports (47% average

not sustainable, he said. No longer can

director, London Heathrow Airport, who

and extraordinary generosity was evidenced

according to ACI figures), 65% at Incheon,

brandowners be expected to underwrite

identified SoLoMo (Social Local and Mobile)

as high as 75% at Tampa Georgia and

retailers’ aggressive concession bids.

and New Luxury as key drivers of BAA’s

"incredibly important" said Paul Griffiths,

Lotte Duty Free’s expansion, including new

retail vision. “Web-enabled smartphones

CEO, Dubai Airports. Griffiths referred to

shops in Indonesia, was presented by Lee

and tablets have real-time access

"intrusive manual processes" – e.g queuing

Seung Ky, MD Marketing, Lotte Duty Free.

information that puts them in control of the

times that shortened time spent in shops

Eugenio Andrades, commercial director

buying decision process to a degree never

again by the announcement at Trinity of a
US$500,000 donation by Dubai Duty Free to the
Hand in Hand for Haiti Charity that has run the
Lycee Jean-Baptiste Pointe du Sable school
for 153 children since October. Martin Moodie
showed a special film on the building of this
school after the January 2010 earthquake.
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Ice cool
watches
Ice-Watch is showcasing the Ice-Pure
Collection, which will be launched
this summer with a price of US$99.
Ice-Pure is the new concept that
has been distilled from the Classic
Clear Collection, the first collection
that made a name for the brand.
There is said to be something
peaceful about the transparent
wristbands and colours of the dials,
in shades of steel grey, glacial blue,
emerald green and sparkling violet. IcePure is described as the ‘Zen of Ice-Watch’.
Also new is the Ice-Alu Collection, which
will be launched in winter 2012 with a price
of US$189. It features the iconic Ice-Watch
design in iridescent aluminium – from the
wristband to the winder. It is described as
a perfect balance between lightness and
sturdiness, “for a unique sensation on your
wrist”. It is a new elegant collection
in super-luminous and very
fashion-forward colours.

Stand C10

Rare Glenfiddich
auctioned for Lotus
Flower Trust
An extremely rare bottle of Glenfiddich

Flower Trust and she has played a very

has been sold at auction for £42,000

active role in bringing the plight of these

(US$67,000) to World Duty Free Group. The

poor children in India to the attention of all

55-year-old single malt Scotch whisky was

of us in travel retail.”

created to honour Janet Sheed Roberts, the

Sarah Branquinho, Business Relations and

granddaughter of William Grant – founder

External Affairs Director – World Duty Free

of the Glenfiddich Distillery. Mrs Roberts

Group and founding member of Women in

celebrated her 110th birthday in August

Travel, added: “This has been a wonderful

2011, and was the oldest woman in Scotland.

and generous effort by William Grant &

Sadly she passed away in April this year. To

Sons. The children in Ramnagar will be

commemorate her life, only 11 bottles of the

eternally grateful to the Global Travel Retail

Glenfiddich Janet Sheed Roberts Reserve will

team for choosing to benefit The Lotus

ever be released to the public, one to celebrate

Flower Trust and this project.”

each decade of her life and to honour her
legacy. Each will be auctioned for the benefit

Stand K21

of various charities around the world.
Bottle No.7 was presented to the William
Grant & Sons Global Travel Retail team,
headed by Managing Director Rita
Greenwood, and was auctioned in April on
behalf of The Lotus Flower Trust, helping to
pay for the building of a school and home
for physically and mentally disadvantaged
children in Ramnagar, India.
“We’re absolutely delighted that World Duty
Free Group (WDFG) should have come up
with the winning bid – and a very generous
one at that,” said Rita Greenwood, WGS
Managing Director Global Travel Retail.
“Not least because WDFG’s own Sarah
Branquinho is chair of trustees of The Lotus
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Bronzed &
beautiful

Powder No. 1, which is not only a highlighter,
but is also perfect for décolleté and shoulders.
Bronzing Glow Powder is also available in the
limited ART DESIGN 12 compact.
ARTDECO will also highlight the practical
travel size Travel Kabuki. Made from goat hair,
the brush distributes the powder evenly on the

ARTDECO will be showcasing its ‘Marrakesh

hairline, bridge of the nose, cheeks and chin.

Sunset’ collection in Singapore. Among the

Also being presented on the stand will be

products being presented will be the Bronzing

Misslyn’s ‘In the Navy’ collection. Among the

Powder Compact ART DESIGN 12, which gives

products included in the range are the High

a naturally tanned look. The light, transparent

Shine Duo Eyeshadow and Intense Color Liner.

bronzing powder creates a matte finish and the

Meanwhile, Dita Von Teese, together with

powder is available in the dark nuance No. 02

ARTDECO, is presenting her first timelessly

and the lighter tone No. 06 in a limited design.

classic make-up collection. The products are

The Bronzing Powder Compact contains

all notable for their retro cameo design, which

moisture-preserving Inca oil and nourishing

mineral oil, perfume and parabens, and with

pea extract and as a result, it prevents the

SPF 15, it also blocks harmful UV rays.

skin from drying out. It’s also free of lanolin,

Also included in the range is Bronzing Glow

Nougat's
new
heights

the region via the quarterly magazine.

is an homage to elegant vintage jewellery.

Stand H3

Exclusive product lines have been developed
for the inflight experience, including the
Hand Cream Duo, Lip Balm Trio and Flight
Companion. Harry Rogers, Chairman,
Nougat London, said: “This new partnership
is a tribute to the success of our stand at
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE in
2011. We are pleased to be working with

Nougat London’s Body to Home collection

Dragonair and are looking forward to

is now available onboard Dragonair

partnering with other airlines in the Asia-

flights serving Hong Kong, destinations

Pacific region in the near future.”

in China and the Asia-Pacific region.

The Hand Cream Duo and Flight Companion

After recently signing a deal to be listed

each retail at US$20, while the Lip Balm

in Dragonair Emporium – the airline’s

Trio has a retail price of US$30.

inflight shopping magazine – Nougat
London is expanding its customer base in

Vintage
Cognac

Stand A2

Bacardi Global Travel Retail is launching a
Cognac for true connoisseurs, BARON
OTARD Vintage 1972, at TFWA Asia Pacific

Vamp it up!

In terms of colours, Mascara Vamp!

& GATE ONE2ONE. Limited to only 2,500

comes in an extra-black for striking

bottles, BARON OTARD is composed of a

eyes. This formula combines two

single eau-de-vie from the highly regarded

colours – ‘carbon black’ for immediate

Petite Champagne appellation in the heart

ultra black lashes and ‘ultramarines’

of the Cognac region.

Pupa is introducing a revolutionary mascara

for a magnetic, deep look. There are

On the nose, the fragrance of apricots

for exaggerated eyelashes and an oversize

also five other eye-catching colours –

and dried fruits leads to delicate notes

volume – Mascara Vamp! The innovative

brown, blue, electric blue, violet and

of candied orange and sandalwood. On

applicator has a sinuous shape and soft,

emerald green. To enhance lashes to the

the palate, the subtle freshness of grape

ultra thick fibres, which enables you to

maximum, Pupa recommends applying

blossom combines with the delicate

collect a greater amount of mascara on the

the mascara over and over again, going

smoothness of sun-drenched

from one eye to the other, until you get

summer fruits.

the desired volume.

“The launch of the BARON OTARD Vintage

central part to get maximum product
release for enhanced lashes. The

lashes. Use it vertically for a final styling

rounded tip enables the user to reach

touch. The result is an immediate false-

even the shortest and most difficult

lashes effect – full, thick and ultra dense.

Stand F9

1972 is one of a series of exciting new
initiatives we have for the year ahead,” said
Philippe Jouhaud, BARON OTARD Sales and
Marketing Director. “We have established

Nuts about
chocolate

combination of diced macadamias, crisp rice

a strong momentum for the brand in

and milk chocolate.

travel retail following the very successful

Aloha Mix is presented in an easy to carry

launch of the rarest ever BARON OTARD

bag with a convenient handle, which

Cognac, Fortis et Fidelis, last year and

makes for a perfect gift. Each 227g bag is

the introduction of a completely new and

freshness-sealed to ensure that the product

very distinctive look for the BARON OTARD

retains the highest quality.

portfolio. The feedback we have received

Hawaiian Host, the macadamia

Tad Teraizumi, President Sales Asia Pacific

from operators and consumers for the

confectionery specialist, is introducing a

for Hawaiian Host, said: “Aloha Mix is a

entire portfolio, including our most exclusive

new premium gift offering at this year’s

perfect gift for family, friends and any

Cognacs – BARON OTARD XO Gold, BARON

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATEONE2ONE.

occasion. After a successful introduction to

OTARD Extra 1795 and BARON OTARD Fortis

Exclusive to travel retail, Aloha Mix

Asia and North America, we are excited to

et Fidelis – has been incredibly positive and

comprises an assortment of individually-

be exhibiting it in Singapore.”

there is extraordinary potential for further

wrapped macadamia treats, including

The latest addition to the Hawaiian Host

growth in Asia and around the world.”

Hawaiian Host Signature Chocolate

portfolio has a travel retail pricepoint of

BARON OTARD Vintage 1972 will be priced at

Macadamias, hand-selected macadamias

$13.99-14.99.

approximately US$550 for a 70cl bottle.

Stand P13

Stand D22

covered in Hawaiian Host’s secret milk
chocolate recipe, and MacNut Crunch, a
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The Mezzanine Fashion
The Mezzanine is a high-profile new
exhibition space located adjacent to
the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar on Level
3 of the Suntec Centre.

forward
New exhibitor
Barbara Rihl bags and accessories are being
launched into travel retail at TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. The colourful,
cheerful bags, with travel related motifs and

Innovative
Vodka
Icewine

witty slogans, and emblazoned with prints
and patches of colour, are perfect for inflight
and airport duty free stores.
Richard McGratty, Barbara Rihl’s exclusive
worldwide representative, “is thrilled to
be working with Barbara and is sure her
products will be a great success at her
debut in Singapore in May”.

New exhibitor

Barbara Rihl is launching an exclusive

VICE Vodka Icewine, said to be the world’s

“It’s been a hectic ride so far, trying to

collection for ‘Air de Paris’, which is an

first and only Vodka Icewine, is making its

keep up with the demand from existing

exciting new concept opening in Paris-

debut at this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific &

customers, while also developing the new

CDG Airport. Barbara Rihl’s travel-related

GATE ONE2ONE. In just two years, VICE

business opportunities that are constantly

bags, wallet and pouches will be shown in

Vodka Icewine is now available in more than

presenting themselves. The response and

three strategic airport locations,

10 countries worldwide, and is present in

level of interest from a vastly wide range

including the new terminal designed

travel retail with the likes of Nuance and

of customers has been outstanding,”

especially for the A380.

Aer Rianta.

said Steven Ciccolini, Export Director

Barbara Rihl already enjoys a huge

Made with 100% Canadian Vodka and

for VICE. “VICE represents an evolution

following in Paris, London and Tokyo

100% authentic Canadian Icewine, VICE is

of the successful Icewine category and

– the likes of Emma Watson and other

just one recent example of how product

international passengers have reacted well

celebrities are often spotted with a

innovation is key to converting passengers

to this evolving category so far.”

Barbara Rihl bag.

The Mezzanine 313

The Mezzanine 308

into consumers in the travel retail
environment.
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Incheon emerges
as global duty
free leader
2011 proved to be a landmark year for Incheon International Airport. As well
as retaining its title as the ‘Best Airport Worldwide’, it also emerged as the
world’s single largest duty free destination, reporting sales of US$1.53 billion.
At the heart of the commercial
strength displayed by Incheon
International Airport Corporation
(IIAC) is the surge in Chinese visitors,
which increased by +17% in 2011,
representing almost one quarter
of all arrivals.

a capacity of 100 million by 2020.

PRODUCED BY

commercial strategy is in place to make
sure that this ratio is maintained. “We
own a huge amount of land – 56 million

attraction of Korea as a tourist destination

malls, a convention centre, entertainment

for the Chinese, in the first two months

and a casino,” Lee said. Korean company

of 2012, according to the Korea Tourism

Paradise Group has already confirmed a

Organization, Chinese visitor numbers

near-US$600 million investment in the
CW Lee, CEO, IIAC, told TFWA Daily publisher Ian Hill that
the increase in inbound tourism from China and Japan
helped to establish Incheon International Airport as the
number one duty free destination worldwide in 2011.

“We research closely what the

development of an integrated resort, and
tenders are out for international bidders.
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If these vast development plans,
projected passenger increases, and

nationalities like. For example, the

accolade in the prestigious Airport

leading reputation amongst its peers and

Chinese like Korean ginseng and cosmetic

Service Quality (ASQ) awards, which are

customers can be matched by a consistent

products, but Western travellers don’t

based on the views of 350,000 frequent

increase in commercial revenues, there

buy too many cosmetics,” said CW Lee,

airport users.

is little doubt that Incheon International

CEO, IIAC.

Lee said: “Being number one over the

Airport will prove hard to shift from its

Another significant contributor to the

past seven years is indeed an invaluable

current rank as the number one duty free

+21.4% year-on-year rise in duty free sales

achievement for us, as it is the result of all

destination in the world.

was the September opening of a Louis

35,000 airport staff and businesses under

Vuitton boutique, the high-end fashion

full support from the central government.”

brand’s first airport duty free store, which

He explained that in order to ensure

is operated by The Shilla Duty Free.

passenger satisfaction, IIAC conducts

“Our main commercial revenues come

consumer behavioural research with

from duty free,” Lee continued. “The big

passengers of different nationalities, with

contributor is the Louis Vuitton shop, with

a particular emphasis on Chinese and

sales averaging US$300,000 per day, and

Japanese travellers.
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sometimes over US$500,000, which is

Building for the future

unbelievable.”
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and as the airport is expanded, a strong

the Air City for passengers, with shopping

in the same period by +29.9%.
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Managing Director
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account for 65% of turnover for IIAC

square metres – which is ready to develop

with Japanese visitors also rising sharply

Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
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At present, non-aeronautical revenues

Further emphasising the increased

increased further by +25.8% year-on year,
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75008 Paris France
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To build upon the recent growth,

Best Airport Worldwide

significant development plans are in place

The world-class duty free performance is

to enhance the facilities and the overall

indicative of the performance of Incheon

capacity of Incheon International Airport. It

International Airport as a whole. For the

is currently equipped to handle 44 million

seventh consecutive year, the airport

annual passengers, but the ongoing

was awarded the Best Airport Worldwide

phased expansion will ultimately result in

GRANT PRITCHARD
Photographer
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Lee: “The big contributor is the Louis Vuitton shop, with
sales averaging US$300,000 per day, and sometimes over
US$500,000, which is unbelievable.”
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